2022 LEGAL UPDATE FOR HEALTH CARE EXECUTIVES

In this presentation, members of the University of Utah Office of General Counsel will provide updates on topics that are pertinent to health care in 2022. Topics include federal vaccine mandates, billing transparency, and the opioid crisis.

February 10, 11am  > Topics and details

DE-ESCALATION TRAINING

As violence against health care workers continues to escalate, providers and staff must know how to recognize an escalating crisis, respond appropriately, and protect personal safety.

This one-hour class is designed for clinical teams, physicians, and administrators. We'll discuss specifics from your clinic, and teach de-escalation skills that are transferable to different situations.

> More details  > Request training

RN WOUND CARE TRAINING

The RN Wound Care Training Program is a three day hands-on training, which teaches skills across multiple settings:

Day 1: Lymphedema Clinic
Day 2: Burn Intensive Care Unit; Burn Outpatient Clinic
Day 3: Wound Ostomy Team. We can accommodate one nurse per training at this time.

> Dates and registration for this course

EMS TRAUMA GRAND ROUNDS

The topic for February is Avalanche Related Traumatic Injuries and Trauma Care, with a presentation by Patrick Fink, MD.

February 9, 2pm  > View the flyer
YELLOW DOT & OLDER ADULT DRIVING SAFETY

The purpose of the yellow dot program is to be prepared if the worst happens. This program helps provide first responders with important information to care for patients in case of an accident while driving. This program also focuses on older adult driving safety. It provides resources on things like how to return to driving after a surgery or injury, changes in the body as we age and how they impact driving, and resources to help if driving is no longer a safe option.

> Safe driving website  > Patient Flyer  > Program notes

PALLIATIVE CARE EDUCATION SERIES

Specialists at University of Utah Health discuss essentials in palliative and hospice care. Two topics remain in this series:

- February 22: Pediatric Palliative Care
- March 29: Eliciting a Shared Plan of Care

Visit: uofuhealth.org/palliativecare

See past events on YouTube

LEADERSHIP COURSES FOR HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS

These courses are offered for clinical staff leadership, administrators, or any others who fill a management role.

Employee Engagement. This course teaches how leaders can strengthen the connection between employees and the organization.

Managing vs Leading. Learn skills to influence your staff, and identify the differences between managing and leading.

To schedule for your team, contact education@hsc.utah.edu

TELEHEALTH TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE

Building Tomorrow’s Virtual Healthcare With Today’s Technology: A National Virtual Technology Showcase. This two-day event will feature telemedicine use case scenarios where patients, caregivers, and providers present virtual care models, such as emergency services, behavioral health, remote patient monitoring and direct to consumer patient care.

> February 2-3, 2022  > Register for this event
**UTAH AIDS EDUCATION & TRAINING CENTER**

**ONLINE PROGRAMS: TRANSGENDER MEDICINE, ADDICTION MEDICINE & HIV**

The Utah AIDS Education and Training Center is launching two online programs:

- **Transgender Medicine**
- **Addiction Medicine & HIV** - enroll now for Spring 2022

The online programs will be hosted via Canvas. It’s free to register and you can receive up to 20 CME/CE for completing both programs.

Each program will release new cohorts on the 1st day of every-other month. The first 2 months will be capped at 10 participants so we can gather feedback about the program and make changes as needed.

> Transgender Medicine  > Addiction/HIV

---

**GENDER AFFIRMING CARE, SEXUAL HEALTH, AND HIV PREVENTION IN PRIMARY CARE CONFERENCE**

Conference Topics Include:

- STI Update, COVID Update, Rural HIV/LGBTQ+ Healthcare, Gender Affirming Health, HIV Prevention in Primary Care, Gender Affirming Healthcare Across the Lifespan.

**March 31 - April 2**

> More info

---

**INJURY PREVENTION LEARNING SERIES**

Our Injury Prevention learning series strives to create an interactive virtual learning environment for our community, community partners and healthcare personnel. Our focus is to provide injury prevention methods for varying high incidence mechanisms in our area as they relate to activity and season changes. Please join our healthcare and community experts in sharing their expertise and experience to help everyone safely navigate different seasonal activities.

**February 15, 11:30am**  > Registration and details
New Sessions added for Pediatrics ECHO: Autism 101

Starting February 23 on the fourth Wednesday of each month through October 2022 from noon – 1pm, we are adding an Autism 101 module to the 2022 ECHO series. During this additional ECHO Module we will focus on the unique needs of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Faculty from the University of Utah Developmental Assessment Clinics will cover topics that are of importance to primary care providers including: early signs, autism screening tools, when to refer for an autism evaluation and how to communicate concerns to caregivers, components of the diagnostic evaluation, identification and management of common co-occurring conditions (such as insomnia, gastrointestinal problems, anxiety and ADHD) and more. Registration for the Autism 101 modules will be available soon on the Pediatrics ECHO website

For questions, please reach out to Michelle Redfield, michelle.redfield@hsc.utah.edu

| Behavioral Health: |
| Held weekly on Thursdays from noon – 1pm. We hope you can join us for these important and timely sessions on Substance Use Disorder and Addiction. |
| **February 3**: Treatment Resistant Depression, Paula Gibbs, MD |
| **February 10**: Bipolar Disorder, Paula Gibbs, MD |
| **February 17**: Collaborative Care Models and Mental Health Integration, Rachel Weir, MD |
| **February 25**: ECT and TMS, Daniela Solzbacher, MD |

For questions please reach out to Sarah Day, sarah.day@hsc.utah.edu

CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT A CASE
CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM

**COVID-19:**

Held monthly on Mondays from noon – 1pm

Session moving forward will be limited to needed updates. Check this newsletter for information on when sessions will be held. Thank you for your support of this ECHO series. We have a Long COVID ECHO launching in April 2022.

**No session in February**

For questions reach out to Sarah Day, sarah.day@hsc.utah.edu

CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM
### Endocrinology:
Held monthly on Tuesdays, from noon – 1pm

**February 22:** Amenorrhea, Frederick G. Welt, MD
For questions reach out to Genevieve Ellis, genevieve.ellis@hsc.utah.edu
[CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT A CASE](#)
[CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM](#)

### Family Planning ECHO:
Held the 2nd Wednesday of Every Month, 7:30am - 8:30am (MST)

**February 9:** Early Pregnancy Loss: diagnosis and management. Presented by: Jennifer Kaiser, MD
This session will use case-based learning to review diagnostic criteria and management of early pregnancy loss. We will discuss expectant, medical, and surgical management
For questions please reach out to Erica Torres, erica.torres@hsc.utah.edu
[CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT a CASE](#)
[CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM](#)

### Gastroenterology & Liver Care:
Held bi-weekly on Tuesdays from 7:30 – 8:30 am with Terry Box, MD, Shaun Chandna, DO (Hepatology), Kathleen Boynton, MD (Gastroenterology), John Valentine, MD (Gastroenterology), and Tony Dalpiaz, Pharm D (Clinical Pharmacy).
For questions reach out to Jared Price, jared.price@hsc.utah.edu
[CLICK HERE to SUBMIT a CASE](#)
[CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM](#)

### Hepatitis C Virus:
Held weekly on Fridays from 11:30 am – 1pm with Keisa Lynch, DNP, APRN, FNP (Hepatology) and Tony Dalpiaz, Pharm D (Clinical Pharmacy)
For questions reach out to Sarah Day, sarah.day@hsc.utah.edu
[CLICK HERE to SUBMIT a CASE](#)
[CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM](#)

### Integrative Primary Care & Substance Use Disorder Treatment
Held every other Friday, noon – 1 pm
Additional Sessions on “off” Fridays, noon – 1 pm (Jan 28, Feb 11, etc.) in collaboration with Utah Rural Opioid Health Consortium (UROHC) and Nurse Education, Practice, Quality, and Retention Program (NEPQR) on topics more specific to opioids and nursing

**February 4:** Assessing and Diagnosing SUD in Patients, Megan Schwartz, MD & Greg Jones, MD, University of Utah
**February 11:** Community Networks and Recovery Resources, Mary Jo Mcmilen, ASUDC, Utah Support Advocates for Recovery Awareness (USARA)
**February 18:** How to Talk to Patients about SUD, Patrick Bell, MD, Veterans Affairs
**February 25:** Additional session in collaboration with UROHC and NEPQR, TBD
For questions, please reach out to Ryan Schlehuber, ryan.schlehuber@hsc.utah.edu
[CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT A CASE](#)
[CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM](#)
**Pediatrics:**
Held Wednesdays from noon – 1pm

**February 2:** Medical Neglect, Kristine Campbell, MD, MSC
**February 9:** Human Trafficking, Aarti Vala, MD

For questions please reach out to Michelle Redfield, michelle.redfield@hsc.utah.edu

CLICK HERE to SUBMIT a CASE
CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM

---

**Post-Acute Care:**

**Held the second Wednesday of the month from 11:00 – noon**

Please join us as we relaunch our Post-Acute Care ECHO. Sessions will be held once a month on the second Wednesday of the month from 11:00 am - noon. This will be in collaboration with the Utah Department of Health HAI team. Sessions will focus on infection prevention, higher-acuity care, and audience requested topics. Jason Spaulding, MD will lead these sessions along with Utah Department of Health HAI team members.

**February 9:** Utah COVID Numbers Update, Scarlett Thomas, MSPH, Update on Treatments for COVID19, Emily Spivak, MD, MHS, FIDSA
Audience Questions

For questions please reach out to Sarah Day, sarah.day@hsc.utah.edu

CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM

---

**Pregnancy Care:**

Held bi-weekly on Fridays from noon – 1pm

**February 11:** Don’t You Dare Take My Coffee: Evidence Behind What to Avoid During Pregnancy, Talia Kostick, MD
**February 25:** Dermatoses / Skin Changes in Pregnancy, Kim Moyle, MD

For questions please reach out to Allie Evans at allie.evans@hsc.utah.edu

CLICK HERE to SUBMIT a CASE
CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM

---

**Safe and Healthy Families ECHO**

This meeting is held bi-weekly on Thursdays from noon – 1pm.

Mentors for this series include Kristine Campbell, MD, MSc, and Antoinette Laskey, MD, MPH, MBA.

**February 10:** Indian Child Welfare Act, Alisa Lee (Utah DCFS) and Heather Tanana (UHealth)
**February 24:** Children with medical complexity, Nancy Murphy (UHealth)

For questions please reach out to Tori Gean, victoria.gean@hsc.utah.edu

CLICK HERE TO JOIN BY ZOOM

---

**Data Usage Notification**

In order to support the growth of the ECHO movement, Project ECHO® collects participation data for each ECHO program. This data allows Project ECHO to measure, analyze, and report on the movement’s reach. It is used in reports, on maps and visualizations, for research, for communications and surveys, for data quality assurance activities, and for decision-making related to new initiatives. Please contact us at project.echo@hsc.utah.edu with any questions or concerns.